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Abstract In this paper, a new methodology for speeding up Matrix-Matrix
Multiplication using Single Instruction Multiple Data unit, at one and more
cores having a shared cache, is presented. This methodology achieves higher
execution speed than ATLAS state of the art library (speedup from 1.08 up to
3.5), by decreasing the number of instructions (load/store and arithmetic) and
the data cache accesses and misses in the memory hierarchy. This is achieved
by fully exploiting the software characteristics (e.g. data reuse) and hardware
parameters (e.g. data caches sizes and associativities) as one problem and not
separately, giving high quality solutions and a smaller search space.
Keywords Matrix-Matrix Multiplication · data cache · cache associativity ·
multi-core · SIMD · memory management

1 Introduction
The state of the art (SOA) hand/self-tuning libraries for linear algebra and
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm, such as ATLAS [54], OpenBLAS [1],
GotoBLAS2 [29], Eigen [19], Intel MKL [24], PHiPAC [4], FFTW [13], and
SPIRAL [35], manage to find a near-optimum binary code for a specific application using a large exploration space (many different executables are tested
and the fastest is picked). The development of a self-tuning library is a difficult
and time-consuming task for two reasons. Firstly, many parameters have to be
taken into account, such as the number of the levels of tiling, tile sizes, loop
unroll depth, software pipelining strategies, register allocation, code generation, data reuse, loop transformations. Secondly, the optimum parameters for
two slightly different architectures are different. Such a case is Matrix-Matrix
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Multiplication (MMM) algorithm, which is a major kernel in linear algebra
and also the topic of this paper.
The optimization sub-problems in compilers and MMM are interdependent; this means that by optimizing one sub-problem, another is degraded.
These dependencies require that all phases should be optimized together as
one problem and not separately. Toward this, much research has been done,
either to simultaneously optimize only two phases, e.g. register allocation and
instruction scheduling (the problem is known to be NP-complete) [41] [44] or
to apply predictive heuristics [3] [18]. Nowadays compilers and related works,
apply either iterative compilation techniques [49] [10] [26] [32], or both iterative compilation and machine learning compilation techniques to restrict the
configurations’ search space [31] [40] [36] [45] [47] [2]. A predictive heuristic
tries to determine a priori whether or not applying a particular optimization
will be beneficial, while at iterative compilation, a large number of different
versions of the program are generated-executed by applying transformations
and the fastest version is selected; iterative compilation provides good results,
but requires extremely long compilation times. The aforementioned SOA libraries optimize all the above parameters separately by using heuristics and
empirical techniques.
The major contributions of this paper are six. Firstly, we introduce a new
MMM methodology which is faster than the ATLAS SOA library. Secondly,
the optimization is done by fully exploiting the software (s/w) characteristics
and the major hardware (h/w) parameters, as one problem and not separately,
giving high quality solutions and a smaller search space. Thirdly, the final
schedule is found theoretically and not experimentally, according to the input
size and to the h/w parameters. Furthermore, this is the first time for this
algorithm that the data cache associativity is fully exploited. Also, this is
the first time that loop tiling is applied according to the data cache sizes,
data cache associativities and the data arrays layouts. At last, the proposed
methodology, due to the major contribution of number (ii) above it gives a
smaller code size and a smaller compilation time, as it does not test a large
number of alternative schedules, as the ATLAS library does.
The proposed methodology is compared with the SOA ATLAS library. It is
tested on desktop Personal Computers (PCs) using the Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) unit; the Intel Pentium core 2 duo and i7 processors have
been used. Also, the Valgrind [38] tool is used to measure the total number of
instructions executed and the number of L1 and L2 data accesses and misses.
Although the proposed methodology is written in C language using Streaming
SIMD Extension (SSE) intrinsics, it achieves speedup from 1.08 up to 3.5 over
ATLAS for one core; if the proposed methodology would be implemented in
assembly language a higher speedup would occur (the proposed methodology
is at a high level and this is beyond the scope of this paper). The proposed
methodology achieves a very large performance gain for small matrices sizes,
a large performance gain for medium matrices sizes and a significant gain for
large matrices sizes. Although it seems that the MMM optimization problem
for small and medium matrices sizes is not important, there are applications
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that MMM lies inside large loops, and hence high performance for smaller
matrices sizes is critical. In this paper, the MMM scheduling for single core
CPUs and for multi core CPUs, is explained in detail, making it easy to be
implemented by everyone.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, the related
work is given. The proposed methodology is presented in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4, the
experimental results are presented while Sect. 5 is dedicated to conclusions.

2 Related Work
There are several works optimizing the MMM algorithm for one core [17, 16,
29, 5, 15, 8, 37, 48, 56, 30]. The aforementioned works use loop-tiling transformation to utilize the data cache hierarchy and the register file. The problem
is partitioned into smaller problems (sub-problems) whose smaller matrices
(Tiles/sub-matrices) fit in the smaller memories. Although loop-tiling is necessary, tiles are found by taking into account either the cache sizes, or the
data arrays layouts; we claim that loop tiling must take into account, the
cache sizes, their associativities and the data arrays layouts, together. For example, according to ATLAS, the size of the three tiles (one for each matrix)
must be lower or equal to the cache size. However, the elements of these tiles
are not written in consecutive main memory locations and thus they do not
use consecutive data cache locations. This means that having a set-associative
cache (the general purpose processors have set-associative caches), they cannot simultaneously fit in data cache duo to the cache modulo effect. In [56],
analytical models are presented for estimating the optimum tile size values
assuming only fully associative caches, which in practice are very rare. In contrast to the proposed methodology, the above works find the scheduling and
the tile sizes by searching, since they do not exploit all the h/w and the s/w
constraints. However, if these constraints are fully exploited, the optimum solution can be found by enumerating only a small number of solutions; in this
paper, tile sizes are given by inequalities which contain the cache sizes and
cache associativities.
There are several works that optimize the MMM algorithm for many cores [57,
14, 9, 33, 12, 21, 23, 28, 22, 11, 50, 42, 27] and for GPUs [20, 25]. Regarding multicore architectures, the vast majority of the related works, such as SRUMMA [27],
deals with the cluster architectures and mainly with how to partition the
MMM problem into many distributed memory computers (distributed memory refers to a multiple-processor computer system in which each processor has
its own private memory). SRUMMA [27] describes the best parallel algorithm
which is suitable for clusters and scalable shared memory systems. About half
of the above works, use the Strassen’s algorithm [46] to partition the MMM
problem into many multi core processors; Strassen’s algorithm minimizes the
number of the multiplication instructions sacrificing the number of add instructions and data locality. The MMM code for one core, is either given by
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Cilk tool [7] or by cblas sgemm library of ATLAS. Furthermore, [34] and [39]
show how shared caches can be utilized.
ATLAS [54], [55], [53], [52], [51], [43], is an implementation of a high
performance software production/maintenance called Automated Empirical
Optimization of Software (AEOS). In an AEOS enabled library, many different
ways of performing a given kernel operation are supplied, and timers are used
to empirically determine which implementation is best for a given architectural
platform. ATLAS uses two techniques for supplying different implementations
of kernel operations: multiple implementation and code generation. Although
ATLAS is one of the SOA library for MMM algorithm, its techniques for
supplying different implementations of kernel operations concerning memory
management are empirical.
During the installation of ATLAS, on the one hand an extremely complex
empirical tuning step is required, and on the other hand a large number of
compiler options are used, both of which are not included in the scope of this
paper. Although ATLAS is one of the SOA libraries for MMM algorithm, its
techniques for supplying different implementations of kernel operations concerning memory management are empirical and hence it does not provide
any methodology for it. Moreover, for ATLAS implementation and tuning,
there was access at a wide range of hardware architecture details, such as G4,
G5, CoreDuo, and Core2Duo by Apple and UltraSPARC III platform which
ATLAS exploited. Also, the proposed methodology lies at a higher level of
abstraction than ATLAS because the main features of ATLAS are on the one
hand the extremely complex empirical tuning step that is required and on the
other hand the large number of compiler options that are used. These two
features are beyond the scope of the proposed methodology which is mainly
focused on memory utilization. Furthermore, the proposed methodology, ATLAS and all the above SOA libraries use the SIMD unit (the performance
is highly increased by executing instructions with 128/256-bit data in each
cycle).

3 Proposed Methodology
This paper presents a new methodology for speeding up Matrix-Matrix Multiplication (MMM) using SIMD unit. The proposed methodology achieves high
execution speed in single core and multiple core CPUs having a shared cache
memory, by fully and simultaneously exploiting the combination of the s/w
characteristics (production-consumption, data reuse, MMM parallelism) and
h/w parameters, i.e. the number of the cores, the number of data cache memories, the size of each memory, the size and the number of the SIMD registers
(XMM/YMM), the associativities of the data caches and the SSE instructions’ latencies. For different h/w parameters, different schedules for MMM
are emerged.
To utilize the memory hierarchy, the proposed methodology partitions the
three matrices into smaller ones (tiles) according to the memory architecture
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parameters and applies a different schedule for each memory (Subsect. 3.1.13.1.3). The number of the levels of tiling depends on the input size and on the
data cache sizes and it is found by ineq.1 and ineq.2. Although loop tiling decreases the number of memories accesses, it increases the number of load/store
and addressing instructions; however, memory management is MMM performance critical parameter and thus loop tiling is performance efficient.
For the reminder of this paper, the three matrices’ names and sizes are
that shown in Fig.1, i.e. C = C + A × B, where C, A and B are of size N × P ,
N × M and M × P , respectively.
To efficiently use the SSE instructions, ATLAS converts the data layout
of B from row-wise to column-wise. The proposed methodology converts the
data layout of B from row-wise to tile-wise, i.e. its elements are written into
memory just as they are fetched; in this way, the number of data cache misses
is decreased. This routine has also been optimized and its execution time is
included to the total execution time.
The proposed methodology is presented in Subsect. 3.1 and Subsect. 3.2,
when one and all CPU cores are used, respectively.

3.1 Using single CPU core
The proposed methodology partitions the three arrays according to the number
of the memories, their sizes and the data cache associativities and it applies a
different schedule for each memory.
In the case that there is a two level cache architecture (most cases), the
MMM problem is divided into three cases according to the cache sizes and to
the input size (the first case holds for small input sizes, the second for medium
and the third for large ones):
i. SIMD register file utilization - For small matrices sizes (usually smaller
than 90 × 90 for typical cache sizes), i.e. if all the data of B and the data of 2
rows of A fit in different ways of L1 data cache (ineq. 1), the scheduling given
in Subsect. 3.1.1 is used.
L1 × (assoc − k)
≥ M × P × element size,
assoc

(1)

size
where k = d 2×M ×element
e ≤ assoc
L1/assoc
2 , L1 is the size of the L1 data cache
memory in bytes, element size is the size of the arrays elements in bytes (e.g.
element size = 4 for floating point numbers) and assoc is the L1 associativity,
e.g. for an 8-way L1 data cache, assoc = 8. M × P is the size of the B array in
elements. k is an integer and it gives the number of L1 data cache lines with
identical L1 addresses used for 2 rows of A; for the reminder of this paper we
will more freely say that we use k cache ways for A and assoc−k cache ways for
B (in other words A and B are written in separate data cache ways). assoc 6= 1
since direct mapped caches do not exist in SIMD architectures (assoc ≥ 8 in
most modern architectures).
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Given that each row of A is multiplied by all the columns of B, B is reused
N times and thus it has to remain in L1 data cache. To do this, the cache
lines of A must be written in L1 without conflict with the B ones. Two rows
of A have to fit in L1, the current processed row and the next one for two
reasons. Firstly, the next processed row must also be loaded in L1 without
conflict with the B ones. Secondly, when the current processed row has been
multiplied by all the columns of B, the L1 cache lines containing the previous
row of A are replaced by the next processed row ones according to the LRU
cache replacement policy, without conflict with the B ones. To fully utilize
the L1 data cache and to minimize the number of L1 misses, two rows of A
are multiplied by all the columns of B and exact (assoc − 1) cache conflicts
occur (if a larger number of conflicts occurs, the data are spilled from L1;
if a smaller number of conflicts occurs, only a small part of L1 is utilized).
This is achieved by storing the rows of A and the columns of B in consecutive
L1
) L1 memory size for A and
main memory locations and by using (k × assoc
L1
((assoc − k) × assoc ) L1 memory size for B (ineq. 1). We can more freely say
that this is equivalent to using k cache ways for A and (assoc − k) cache ways
for B. An empty cache line is always granted for each different modulo (with
respect to the size of the cache) of A and B memory addresses. It is important
to say that if we use L1 ≥ (M × P + 2 × M ) × element size instead of ineq. 1,
the number of L1 misses will be much larger because A and B cache lines
would conflict with each other. To our knowledge, this is the first time for
MMM algorithm that the cache associativity is utilized.
The C array is stored into main memory infrequently (usually 1 cache line
is written to memory when 1 entire row of A has been multiplied by 4 columns
of B) and thus the number of conflicts due to C can be neglected (victim cache
if exists, eliminates the misses of C).
ii. L1 data cache and SIMD register file utilization - For medium matrices
sizes where ineq. 1 does not hold, another schedule is used. If all the data of
A and a Tile1 of B fit in separate ways of L2 cache (ineq. 2), the scheduling
given in Subsect. 3.1.2 is used.
L2 × (assoc − 1)
≥ N × M × element size
(2)
assoc
where L2 is the size of the L2 cache, assoc is the L2 associativity and
element size is the size of the arrays elements in bytes (e.g. element size = 4
for floating point numbers). N × M is the size of array A in elements.
The size of A is much larger than the size of a Tile1 of B and thus ((assoc−
L2
L2
1) × assoc
) and ( assoc
) L2 size is needed for A and B-C arrays, respectively. In
most architectures the size of one Tile1 of B (suppose T ile1) is smaller than
one L2 way since i) the associativity of L2 cache is always larger than 8, i.e.
assoc ≥ 8, ii) L2 ≥ 8 × L1 and iii) L1  T ile1.
iii. L2, L1 and SIMD register file utilization - For large matrices sizes
(usually larger than 900 × 900 for typical cache sizes), where all the data of
A and a Tile1 of B, do not fit in L2 cache, i.e. ineq. 2 does not hold, the
scheduling given in Subsect. 3.1.3 is used.
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For arrays sizes that are close to two of the above cases (i, ii and iii), both
solutions are tested and the fastest is picked.
Most of the current general purpose processors contain separate L1 data
and instruction caches and thus we can assume that shared/unified caches,
contain only data. This is because the MMM code size is small and it fits in
L1 instruction cache here.
The schedules which utilize the number of XMM/YMM registers, L1 and
L2 sizes, corresponding to the three cases above, are given in the Subsect. 3.1.1,
Subsect. 3.1.2 and Subsect. 3.1.3, respectively. In Subsect. 3.1.4, we give the
schedule where B data layout is transformed from row-wise to tile-wise.
3.1.1 SIMD register file utilization
The optimum production-consumption (when an intermediate result is produced it is directly consumed-used) of array C and the sub-optimum data
reuse of array A have been selected by splitting the arrays into tiles according
to the number of XMM/YMM registers (eq. 3).
R=m+1+1

(3)

where R is the number of the XMM/YMM registers and m is the number
of the registers used for C array. Thus, we assign m registers for C and 1
register each for A and B.
For small matrices sizes (ineq. 1 holds), each row of A is multiplied by
all columns of B, optimizing the L1 data cache size and associativity (Fig. 1
where p1 = P ).
The illustration example consists of the scenario that there are 8 XMM registers (XMM0:XMM7 of 16 bytes each) and the arrays contain floating point
data (4 byte elements). The first 4 elements of the first row of A (A(0, 0 : 3))
and the first four elements of the first column of B (B(0 : 3, 0)) are loaded from
memory and they are assigned into XMM0 and XMM1 registers respectively
(the elements of B have been written into main memory tile-wise, i.e. just
as they are fetched). XMM0 is multiplied by XMM1 and the result is stored
into XMM2 register (Fig. 2). Then, the next four elements of B (B(0 : 3, 1)),
are loaded into XMM1 register again; XMM0 is multiplied by XMM1 and the
result is stored into XMM3 register (Fig. 1, Fig. 2). The XMM0 is multiplied
by XMM1 for 6 times and the XMM2:XMM7 registers contain the multiplication intermediate results of the C array. Then, the next four elements of A
(A(0, 4 : 7)) are loaded into XMM0 which is multiplied by XMM1 for 6 times,
as above (Fig. 2); the intermediate results in XMM2:XMM7 registers, are always produced and consumed. When the 1st row of A has been fully multiplied
by the first 6 columns of B, the four values of each one of XMM2:XMM7 registers are added and they are stored into main memory (C array), e.g. the sum
of the four XMM2 values, is C(0, 0).
The above procedure continues until all the rows of A have been multiplied
by all the columns of B. There are several ways to add the XMM2:XMM7 data;
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Fig. 1 The proposed methodology for one core when tiling for L1 data cache is used

Fig. 2 MMM C code using SSE intrinsics for the 3.1.1 case

three of them are shown in Fig. 3, where 4 XMM registers are used to store
the data of C, i.e. XMM1, XMM2, XMM3 and XMM4 (the SSE instructions’
latencies are taken into account here). The first one (Fig. 3-a) sums the four
32-bit values of each XMM register and the results of the four registers are
packed in one which is stored into memory (the four values are stored into
memory using one SSE instruction). The second one, sums the four 32-bit
values of each XMM register and then each 32-bit value is stored into memory
separately (without packing). For most SIMD architectures, the second (Fig. 3b) is faster than the first one, because the store and add operations can be
executed in parallel (the first one has a larger critical path). The third one
(Fig. 3-c), unpacks the 32-bit values of the four registers and packs them
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b)

c)
Fig. 3 Three different ways for unpacking the multiplication results using SSE intrinsics;
XMM1, XMM2, XMM3, XMM4 contain the C values. For most SIMD architectures, the
three schedules are in increased performance order.

into new ones in order to add elements of different registers. For most SIMD
architectures, the third is faster than the other two ones, because unpacking
and shuffle operations usually have smaller latency and throughput values than
slow hadd operations.
For small matrices sizes (ineq.1 holds), the above schedule, i.e. the schedule
with the optimum production-consumption of C (each row of A is multiplied
by several columns of B), is the optimum here. is the optimum. We found this
schedule theoretically and not experimentally, by exploiting the s/w characteristics and the h/w parameters. This is because each register of C contains more
than one C values which have to be added, unpacked and stored into memory;
thus, when the production-consumption is maximized, the number of SSE instructions is minimized. Even if the arrays sizes are very large and k iterator
in Fig. 2 or equivalent M dimension in Fig. 1, has to be tiled, the tile with the
larger tile size possible in M dimension is selected, to decrease the number of
SSE instructions (more details in Subsect. 3.1.3). Furthermore, the data reuse
of A is the largest possible according to the number of XMM/YMM registers;
each intermediate result of C is produced-consumed M times and each element
of A is reused R − 2 times.
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3.1.2 L1 data cache utilization
For medium matrices sizes (ineq. 2 holds), another schedule is used. The B
array is partitioned into Tile1 tiles of size M × p1 (Fig. 1). The L1 and L2
cache sizes and their associativities are fully exploited.
In general, if the arrays data do not fit in L1 data cache, tiling is applied
to decrease the number of L1 misses. Although we could, we do not select the
schedule achieving the minimum number of L1 data cache misses here, but
we select the schedule achieving the lower number of L1 misses satisfying that
the minimum number of L2 misses is achieved, i.e each array is loaded/stored
from/to main memory just once and the minimum number of SSE and addressing instructions is achieved. The sub-problems of finding the minimum
number of L1 misses, L2 misses and number of instructions, are interdependent; no feasible schedule simultaneously optimizes these 3 subproblems. This
is why the proposed methodology optimizes all these sub-problems as one
problem and not separately. As we have experimentally been observed (experimental results section - Table 1), for medium input sizes, ATLAS achieves
a lower number of L1 misses than the proposed methodology; however, the
proposed methodology achieves higher performance for the reasons explained
above.
To decrease the number of L1 data cache misses, the largest p1 size is
selected so that 2 rows of A and one Tile1 of B (M × p1) fit in separate ways
of L1 data cache (ineq. 4 and Fig. 1). Since ineq. 2 holds, there is a p1 value
where p1 ≥ (R − 2) and 2 rows of A and p1 columns of B fit in L1 data cache;
this is because the L2 size is restricted by the L1 size. We select the maximum
p1 size giving ineq. 4; p1 is a multiple of (R − 2).
L1 × (assoc − k)
≥ p1 × M × element size
assoc

(4)

size
where k = d 2×M ×element
e ≤ assoc
L1/assoc
2 , L1 is the size of the L1 data cache
memory, M is the size of each row of A in elements, element size is the
size of the arrays elements in bytes and assoc is the associativity, e.g. for
an 8-way data cache, assoc = 8. k value gives the number of L1 cache lines
with identical L1 address used by array A. If p1 does not equally divide M ,
padding instructions are needed and performance may be degraded; p1 sizes
that equally divide M are preferable.
Each Tile1 of B (M × p1) is reused N times (it is multiplied by N rows of
A) and thus it has to remain in L1 data cache (all the elements of Tile1 of B
are written in consecutive memory locations). To do this, two rows of A (the
current processed row and the next one) must be written in L1 data cache
without conflict with the Tile1 of B. Furthermore, the two rows of A and the
Tile1 of B must be written in cache having k and (assoc − k) identical L1
addresses, respectively for minimizing the number of the L1 misses. In most
cases, assoc = 8 and two rows of A occupy size that equals to 1 or 2 L1 ways
while the Tile1 of B occupies size that equals to 6 or 7 L1 ways, respectively.
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Regarding C array, the C cache lines are fetched infrequently (one cache
line is written to memory when 1 entire row of A is multiplied by several
columns of B) and thus the number of conflicts due to C can be neglected
(victim cache eliminates the misses of C). This is the first time for MMM that
the data cache associativity is fully utilized.
The schedule is shown in Fig. 1. Each row of A is multiplied by the (R − 2)
columns of the first Tile1 of B, exactly as in Subsect. 3.1.1, utilizing the number
of XMM/YMM registers. Then, the same row of A as above, is multiplied by
the next (R − 2) columns of the first Tile1 of B etc (Fig. 1). This is repeated
until the first row of A has been multiplied by all the columns of the first Tile1
of B. Then, the remaining N − 1 rows of A are multiplied one after another by
the same Tile1 of B as above. After the first Tile1 of B has been multiplied by
all rows of A the next one is fetched and it is again multiplied by all the rows of
A, etc (A is loaded from L2 data cache not from main memory). The optimum
data reuse of B and the sub-optimum data reuse of A are selected according to
the L1 data cache size and associativity. Regarding L1 data cache accesses, the
C, A and B arrays are accessed 1, P/p1 and 1, respectively. Regarding main
memory data accesses, the C, A and B arrays are loaded/stored just once.
As it has already been mentioned, we do not select the schedule achieving
the minimum number of L1 data cache misses here, but the schedule achieving the lower number of L1 misses satisfying that each array is loaded/stored
from/to main memory just once and the minimum number of SSE and addressing instructions is achieved. All arrays are fetched just once from main
memory since the whole A is chosen to fit in L2 data cache (ineq. 2) and the
Tile1 of B is chosen to fit in L1 data cache(ineq. 4). Moreover, the minimum
number of SSE instructions (unpack, shuffle, add and load/store instructions)
is achieved because the M dimension has not been tiled and the minimum
number of addressing instructions is achieved because only one of the three
loops is tiled. Both are shown in experimental results section (Table 1).
3.1.3 L2 data cache utilization
For large arrays sizes, ineq.2 cannot give a p1 value where p1 ≥ (R − 2) and
thus to decrease the number of main memory accesses, the arrays are further
partitioned into Tile2 tiles (Fig. 4). The optimum data reuse of A and the
sub-optimum data reuse of B is achieved according to the L2 data cache size
and associativity. The number of SIMD instructions is the minimum since the
tile sizes are as large as possible in the M dimension and the number of the
addressing instructions is the minimum because only one of the three loops is
tiled here.
Now, instead of multiplying rows of A by rows of B, sub-rows of size m2
are multiplied. The matrix A is partitioned into Tile2 tiles of size n2 × m2
(Fig. 4). Also, the Tile1 of B changes its size to m2 × p1. If ineq. 4 cannot
give a p1 value where p1 ≥ (R − 2) and p1 is a multiple of R − 2, the largest
p1 value for m2 = M/2 is selected that p1 ≥ (R − 2), ineq. 5. If ineq. 5, still
cannot give a p1 value that p1 ≥ (R − 2), m2 = M/3 is selected and etc.
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Fig. 4 The proposed methodology for one core when tiling for L2 and L1 data cache is
used

L1 × (assoc − k)
≥ p1 × m2 × element size
assoc

(5)

M M
M
size
e ≤ assoc
where k = d 2×m2×element
L1/assoc
2 , m2 = 1 , 2 , ..., n and n is positive integer (n ≥ 1).
Two sub-rows of A and p1 sub-columns of B of size m2, have to fit in
separate ways of L1 data cache. It is important to say that ineq. 5 holds
only if the tiles elements of A and B are written in consecutive main memory
locations (explain further below); otherwise, the tiles sub-rows/sub-columns
will conflict with each other due to the cache modulo effect.
The smallest n value is selected since the larger the size of m2, the lower
the number of the SIMD arithmetic and load/store instructions (the registers
containing the C values, are unpacked, added and loaded/written from/to
memory less times). However, there are cases that the second smaller n value
is selected since it exploits better the L1 data cache size. For example, suppose
that there is an L1 data cache of size 32 kbyte, 8-way set associative (each way
is 4096 bytes). If m2 = 600, k = d1.17e = 2, two and six L1 ways are used for
19200
A and B with exploitation ratios of 4800
8192 and 24576 , respectively (the larger the
exploitation ratio the larger the cache utilization). If m2 = 400, k = d0.78e =
25600
1, the corresponding exploitation ratios are of 3200
4096 and 28672 , respectively. If
m2 = 400, a larger number of addressing and load/store instructions (relative
to m2 = 600) exist, thereby enabling the achievement of larger L1 exploitation
rations; however, the actual performance depends on the hit latency memory
values and the SSE instructions’ latencies.
To efficiently use the L2 cache, the array A is further partitioned into T ile2
tiles. A T ile2 tile of A (size of n2 × m2), a tile1 tile of B (size of m2 × p1) and
a Tile2 of C (size of n2 × p1), have to fit in L2 cache (ineq. 6). Array A uses
assoc − 1 L2 ways while B-C arrays use only one L2 way. This is because the
sum of the sizes of a Tile2 of C and a Tile1 of B, is smaller than one L2 way
and their elements are not reused and thus there is no problem if their cache
lines are replaced (Tile1 of B is reused in L1 data cache not in L2).
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L2 × (assoc − 1)
≥ n2 × m2
assoc
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(6)

Concerning the data layout of A, when M dimension is tiled, i.e. m2 ≺ M ,
the data layout of A is changed from row-wise to tile-wise; A elements are
written into memory just as they are fetched. If the data layout of A is not
changed, ineq. 5 and ineq. 6 cannot give a minimum number of cache conflicts
since the sub-rows of A will conflict with each other.
The scheduling is shown in Fig. 4. The first Tile2 of the first Tile2 block
column of A is multiplied by all the Tile1 of the first Tile1 block row of B,
exactly as in Subsect. 3.1.2. Then, the second Tile2 of the first Tile2 block
column of A is multiplied by the same Tile1 tiles as above etc. The procedure
ends when all Tile2 block columns of A have been multiplied by all Tile1 block
rows of B.
For large matrices sizes, the above schedule is the optimum. This schedule
has been found theoretically and not experimentally, by exploiting the s/w
characteristics and the h/w parameters. We select the schedule with the optimum data reuse of A, since having Tile1 tiles of B in L1 data cache, they
need to be multiplied by as many rows of A as possible before they are spilled
in upper level memories.
It is important to say, that apart from the MMM process, there are other
processes executed by the cores too. They are Operating System (OS) kernel
processes or even user applications processes, such as web and mail browsers
or document editors. All these processes including MMM, use the same h/w
resources; hence during the running time of MMM, they share the cache,
changing its data. Furthermore, for multi-core architectures there are complex
contention aware OS schedulers that manage the h/w resources [58] among
the cores which effect data motion in shared cache. The point is that we do
not know the available shared cache size and the number of its available ways
for exploitation, for achieving high performance. Therefore, the L2 cache size
used by ineq. 6, is found experimentally.
3.1.4 Scheduling for changing the data array layout
When high performance for MMM is needed, apart from the MMM routine,
we must also speed up the routine that changes the data arrays layouts. The
B is not written in main memory column wise as ATLAS does, but tile-wise,
i.e. its elements are written into memory just as they are fetched (Fig. 5).
Firstly, the top four elements of the first, second, third, fourth, fifth and sixth
column of B are written to memory, i.e. (B(0 : 3, 0)), (B(0 : 3, 1)), ..., (B(0 :
3, 5)) respectively; then the next top four elements of the first six columns
of B are written to memory, i.e. (B(4 : 7, 0)), (B(4 : 7, 1)), ..., (B(4 : 7, 5))
respectively, until m2 elements of B have been processed. Afterwards, the
procedure continues with the next R − 2 columns of B etc. In this way, the
number of cache misses is decreased as all the elements are accessed in-order.
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Fig. 5 C code using SSE intrinsics that changes the data layout of B according to Fig. 4
(rectangles of size 4 × 4 are used)

To change the data layout of B we use the SSE instructions. The array
is partitioned into rectangles of size length × (R − 2), where length is the
number of the elements the XMM/YMM registers contain. All these rectangles
are fetched one by one, column wise, they are inversed and all the inversed
rectangles are written to memory in order creating a new array with tile-wise
data layout. The most efficient way (for most architectures) to transpose B
when rectangles of size 4 × 4 are used, is that shown in Fig. 5.
3.2 Using multiple CPU cores
When using multiple CPU cores, the MMM problem is partitioned into smaller
MMM sub-problems. Each sub-problem corresponds to a thread and each
thread is executed in one core only. Each thread must contain more than
a specific number of instructions for the cores to be idle as less as possible,
since partitioning the MMM into small sub-problems the threads initialization
and synchronization time is made comparable to the threads execution time,
leading to low performance. Thus, an additional constraint is introduced here.
Most multi core processors, typically contain 2 or 3 levels of cache, having either separate L1 data and instruction caches and a shared L2 cache or
separate L1 data and instruction caches, separate unified L2 caches and a
shared L3 cache, respectively. All the cache memories have LRU replacement
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Fig. 6 The proposed methodology for 4 cores having a shared L2 cache. Only the first Tile2
tiles are shown here.

policy. The proposed methodology for shared L2 and shared L3, is given in
Subsect. 3.2.1 and Subsect. 3.2.2, respectively.
3.2.1 Scheduling when L2 shared cache exists
To utilize L2 shared cache, we partition the three arrays into Tile2 tiles (Fig. 6).
Arrays A, B and C Tile2 tiles are of size n2 × m2, m2 × p2 and n2 × p2,
respectively (Fig. 6). Each multiplication between two Tile2 tiles creates a
different thread. Each multiplication between two Tile2 tiles is made as in
Subsect.3.1.1. Having q number of cores, each Tile2 of A is multiplied by q
consecutive Tile2 tiles of B in parallel, each one at a different core (Fig. 6).
Thus, p3 (p3 = q × p2) is evenly divisible by M .
One Tile2 of A and at least q Tile1 of B have to fit in L2 shared cache. The
Tile2 of A is always fetched to all the cores. Also, q Tile1 tiles of different Tile2
tiles of B are loaded, which have no consecutive elements between themselves.
The goal is these q Tile1 tiles of B and the next four ones, do not conflict with
the Tile2 of A and do not conflict with each other. In general, an L2 cache
L2
) and
with assoc ≥ q + 1 is needed here. Cache size equal to ((assoc − q) × assoc
L2
(q × assoc ) is needed for A (array A is written into main memory tile-wise) and
B-C respectively (ineq. 7). Tile2 of A is reused P/p1 times and thus it remains
in L2 cache. On the other hand, the B-C cache lines used for the multiplication
of a Tile2 of A, are of size much smaller than an L2 way and also they are
not reused in L2 cache; thus they do not need more cache space than q ways
in order not to conflict with the A ones (B cache lines are reused in L1 data
cache and thus there is no problem when these cache lines of C conflict with
the B ones in L2).
Regarding L2 data cache, the largest n2 value which satisfy ineq. 7 is
selected (Fig. 6). Given that a Tile1 of B is written in L1 data cache, it is
memory efficient to be multiplied by as many rows of A as possible, before it
is spilled from L1.
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L2 × (assoc − q)
≥ n2 × m2
(7)
assoc
where the m2 value is determined according to L1 data cache size (ineq. 5).
p2 value depends on the number of instructions each thread must contain and
it is found experimentally; if p2 is smaller than this minimum number, thread
initialization and synchronization time is comparable with its execution time.
The large number of ways needed here is not a problem as the L2 associativity
is larger or equal to 8 in most architectures. As explained in the previous
subsection, we do not know the exact cache size and the exact number of
cache ways to exploit. Therefore, the L2 and assoc values in ineq. 7 are found
experimentally.
The illustration example consists of a scenario that there are four cores
(Fig. 6). Each Tile2 of A is multiplied by a Tile2 of B exactly as in Subsect. 3.1.3. Each multiplication between two Tile2 tiles makes a different thread
and each thread is fully executed at only one core. Firstly, the first Tile2 of
the first Tile2 block column of A is multiplied by all Tile2 tiles of the first
Tile2 block row of B (M/p2 different threads); all M/p2 threads are executed
in parallel exploiting the data reuse of Tile2 of A. Then, the second Tile2 of
the first Tile2 block column of A is fetched and it is multiplied by all the Tile2
of the first Tile2 block row of B as above, etc. The procedure ends when all
Tile2 block columns of A have been multiplied by all Tile2 block rows of B.
Concerning main memory data accesses, A, B and C arrays are accessed 1,
N/n2 and M/m2 times, respectively. Concerning L2 shared cache, we select
the optimum data reuse of A and the sub-optimum data reuse of B.
In the case that the arrays sizes are small and the Tile2 tiles are larger than
the matrices, dividing the MMM problem into threads may decrease performance, since the threads do not achieve the minimum number of instructions
needed. Also, in the case that the arrays sizes are small and p3 = M , the
number of threads (q) executed in parallel is small. In this case, it may be
preferable to decrease the data reuse of Tile2 of A in L2 and increase the
number of the threads run in parallel, i.e. all Tile2 tiles of each block column
of A are multiplied by all Tile2 tiles of the corresponding Tile2 block row of
B, in parallel.
3.2.2 Scheduling when L3 shared cache exists
To utilize L3 cache, A and B arrays are further partitioned into Tile3 tiles, of
size ((q × n2) × m2) and (m2 × p3), respectively (Fig. 7). Each multiplication
between two Tile2 tiles of A and B makes a different thread. Each multiplication between two Tile2 tiles is made as in Subsect.3.1.1. We determine the
Tile1, Tile2 and Tile3 parameters by the data cache sizes and associativities.
Regarding L1 data cache, we compute the values of m2 and p1 according
to the L1 parameters defined by ineq. 5.
Regarding L2 cache, we compute the n2 value according to the L2 parameters defined by ineq. 8.
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Fig. 7 The proposed methodology for 4 cores having a shared L3 cache. Only the first Tile3
tiles are shown here.

L2 × (assoc − 1)
≥ n2 × m2
(8)
assoc
The largest n2 value is selected satisfying ineq. 8. p2 is found experimentally
since each thread has to contain a minimum number of instructions
Given that a Tile1 of B is written in L1 data cache, it is memory efficient
to be multiplied by as many rows of A as possible, before it is spilled from L1.
size of L2 is used for A; the layout of A is tile-wise here.
Thus, L2×(assoc−1)
assoc
L2 cache size that equals to one L2 way is used for the Tile1 of B and C, since
their size is small and their elements are not reused (Tile1 of B is reused in
L1 data cache not in L2). The size of one Tile1 of B (suppose T ile1) is always
smaller than one L2 way since i) the associativity of L2 cache is always larger
than 8, i.e. assoc ≥ 8, ii) L2 ≥ 8 × L1 and iii) L1  T ile1.
Regarding L3 cache, we compute p3 according to the L3 cache parameters.
We choose the biggest Tile3 of B possible, to fit in L3 shared cache. There is
L3
L3
L3
((assoc − k − 1) × assoc
) L3 size for the Tile3 of B, (k × assoc
) for A and ( assoc
)
for C (ineq. 9).
((assoc − k − 1) ×

L3
) ≥ m2 × p3
assoc

(9)

where k = d q×n2×m2
L3/assoc e and L3 is the size of the L3 cache size exploited.
The larger p3 value is selected satisfying ineq. 9. Also, p3 = l × p2 where l is
an integer. p2 value depends on the number of instructions, each thread must
contain and it is found experimentally. m2 value is found according to L1 data
cache size and it is given by ineq. 5.
The elements of Tile3 of A and B are written in consecutive memory locations in main memory and thus they occupy consecutive cache lines in L3
cache. These two Tile3 tiles must use different L3 cache ways as cache lines
of Tile3 of B must not conflict with Tile3 of A ones. Cache size equals to one
L3 way is used for C array for its cache lines not to conflict with the Tile3 of
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A and B ones; C elements are not reused and they are not occupying a large
space.
The illustration example consists of the scenario that there are 4 cores
(Fig. 7). Each Tile2 of A is multiplied by a Tile2 of B exactly as in Subsect. 3.1.3. Each multiplication between two Tile2 tiles makes a different thread
and each thread is executed in one core only. Firstly, all Tile2 tiles of the first
Tile3 of A are multiplied by all Tile2 tiles of the first Tile3 of B ((p3/p2) × q
different threads); these threads are executed in parallel exploiting the data
reuse of Tile1 of B in L1, the data reuse of Tile2 of A in L2 and the data
reuse of Tile3 of B in L3. Then, the same Tile3 of B as above, is multiplied
by all the Tile2 tiles of the second Tile3 of the first Tile3 block column of A,
etc; each Tile3 of B is reused N/n2 times (this is why the Tile3 of B has to
fit in L3 shared cache) and each Tile2 of A is reused (p3/p1) times in L2 (this
is why Tile2 of A has to fit in L2 cache). The procedure is repeated until all
Tile3 block columns of A have been multiplied by all Tile3 block rows of B.
In contrast to the scheduling described in Subsect. 3.2.1 (in which a shared
L2 cache exists), we do not multiply each Tile2 of A by the q Tile2 of B in
parallel. Instead, we multiply the q Tile2 tiles from A by the several Tile2 tiles
from B. This is because each processor has its private L2 cache here, which
is used to store a Tile2 of A. Thus, it is memory efficient to reuse the data
of this tile as much as possible; each Tile2 of A is loaded into its separate L2
and is reused (p3/p1) times. Also, the largest p3 value is selected according to
the L3 cache size since the number of main memory accesses depends on this
value. A is loaded N/p3 times from main memory while B is loaded just once.
However, this schedule may not be performance efficient when p3 = p2 =
P , e.g. for small matrices sizes, since the memory utilization is lost by the small
number of threads executed in parallel. There are only q threads executed in
parallel and hence performance may be degraded (synchronization time is
large). In this case, it may be preferable to decrease the data reuse of Tile3
of A in L3 and increase the number of threads executed in parallel, i.e. all
Tile2 tiles of each block column of A are multiplied by all Tile2 tiles of the
corresponding Tile2 block row of B, in parallel.

4 Experimental Results
The experimental results for the proposed methodology, presented in this section, were carried out with a Pentium Intel core 2 duo E6550 and with a
Pentium Intel i7-2600K at 3.4Ghz both using SSE instructions and ATLAS
3.8.3 and 3.8.4 respectively. Also Valgrind tool is used to measure the total
number of instructions executed and the number of L1 and L2 data accesses
and misses [38]. The first processor contains 8 128-bit XMM registers, L1 data
and instruction caches of size 32 kbytes and shared L2 cache of size 4 Mbytes.
The second processor contains 16 256-bit YMM registers, L1 data and instruction caches of size 32 kbytes, L2 unified cache of size 256 kbytes and shared
L3 cache of size 8 Mbytes. At both processors, the Operating system Ubuntu
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and the gcc-4.4.3 compiler are used. In the experimental procedure, floating
point numbers (4 bytes) as elements, were used. The three arrays are one dimensional arrays and their elements are aligned into main memory according
to the L1 data cache line size, since the aligned load/store instructions have
lower latency than the no aligned ones. The routine changing the arrays layout
is always included to the execution times.
Firstly, a performance comparison is made using Pentium Intel core 2 duo
E6550 using one of the two cores. It is important to say that using only one
core, the thread has to be manually assigned to the core; the programmer has
to set the CPU thread affinity flag. Otherwise, the operating system (OS) will
make the core assignment, and it will toggle the thread among the cores degrading performance because of the pure data locality. The proposed methodology is compared with cblas sgemm library (Fig. 8). In Fig. 8, the average
execution time among 10 executions is shown; there is a significant deviation
at ATLAS execution time (up to 15%); this is because different schedules take
place for a certain array size.
By using the scheduling provided in Subsect. 3.1.1 on input sizes from
N = 48 to N = 72 (Fig. 8), the proposed methodology has a very large
performance gain over ATLAS, i.e. 3.0 to 3.5 times faster. This is because
the proposed methodology achieves about 42% less load/store and 58% less
arithmetic instructions (Table 1). The number of instructions is less because
the number of XMM registers has been fully exploited; 6, 1 and 1 XMM
registers used for C, A and B arrays, respectively.
By using the scheduling provided in Subsect. 3.1.2 on input sizes from
N = 120 to N = 912 (Fig. 8), the proposed methodology has a large performance gain, i.e. 1.21 to 3.03 times faster. This is because the proposed
methodology executes a smaller number of instructions and it also achieves
a smaller number of L1 and main memory data accesses over ATLAS (Table 1). However, ATLAS achieves a smaller number of L1 misses; this is because the proposed methodology achieves the minimum number of L1 data
cache misses possible, provided that the minimum number of L2 misses is
achieved. In contrast with ATLAS, the proposed methodology optimizes these
two sub-problems together as one problem and not separately. Furthermore,
the number of SIMD instructions (arithmetic and load/store) is smaller than
the ATLAS ones because the arrays are not tiled along to the M dimension
(Fig. 4).
By using the scheduling provided in Subsect. 3.1.3 on input sizes from N =
1200 to N = 4800 (Fig. 8), the proposed methodology achieves a significant
but not large performance gain, i.e. 1.08 to 1.14 times faster. In this case, very
large arrays exist and one of the performance critical parameters is the number
of main memory accesses. The proposed methodology achieves about 3 times
less main memory accesses but about 3 times more L2 data cache accesses;
main memory is many times slower than L2 and this is why performance gain
over ATLAS is achieved. Also, arrays are tiled along to the M dimension too
here and thus the number of arithmetical and load/store instructions is almost
equal with the ATLAS one (Table 1). By using the scheduling provided in
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Fig. 8 Speedup of the proposed methodology over cblas sgemm routine of ATLAS at one
core. Square matrices of size N × N are used here.

Subsect. 3.1.3, the data of C are loaded/written from/to memory M/m2 times;
the data are fetched from memory, added with the new C values and then they
are written back to memory. Each time a C load instruction occurs, its data are
fetched from main memory having a large latency penalty. Thus, s/w prefetch
instructions can be used to hide the main memory latency. The programmer
has to write these instructions before the unpack and shuffle instructions, i.e.
at the beginning of the code of Fig. 3.
A performance comparison is also made by using more than one cores. ATLAS optimized library is not supported for many CPU cores, but for one (there
is ScaLAPACK [6] which runs at many CPUs - distributed memory). Thus, a
performance comparison is done over cblas sgemm. Given that cblas sgemm
gives the best execution time for one core (suppose ex time), the best execution time for q cores is always larger than (ex time/q) as the MMM threads
must be synchronized and initialized. Furthermore, the programmer has to
set the CPU thread affinity flag for each thread. Otherwise, the OS will make
the core assignment, and it will toggle the threads among the cores degrading
performance because of the pure data locality.
Firstly, the 2 cores of the core 2 duo are used; a large core utilization factor
is achieved, according to the arrays sizes (Table. 2). For N = 528, its value
is 1.73, while for larger sizes it is near optimum. The core utilization factor
is smaller for sizes N ≺ 528, as the thread initialization time is comparable
with its execution time. The utilization factor values are increased for larger
matrices sizes for the same reason. The speedup values over ATLAS are shown
in Table. 2 (1.99 to 2.11). As it is explained in the next paragraph, if we run
ATLAS routine in the two cores, the utilization factor values are much smaller
than the proposed methodology ones and the speedup is about 1.2 (last two
columns in Table 2).
The proposed methodology is also compared with SRUMMA [27]; SRUMMA
achieves the highest execution speed for a large number of multi core CPUs,
by well reducing the communication contention among the CPUs. Although
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Table 1 Total number of instructions (arithmetic and load/store) and L1, L2 accessesmisses values of the proposed methodology and cblas sgemm routine of Atlas using one core
(Valgrind tool is used)
Size
72

Instructions (total)
Proposed
Atlas
1.64 × 106
2.46 × 106

L1 accesses - load/stores
Proposed
Atlas
8.43 × 105
1.2 × 106

L1 misses / L2 accesses
Proposed
Atlas
4.2 × 103
3.9 × 103

L2 misses / MM accesses
Proposed
Atlas
2.5 × 103
2.1 × 103

120
288
360
528

4.5 × 106
3.45 × 107
6.09 × 107
1.6 × 108

5.7 × 106
4.22 × 107
7.14 × 107
1.94 × 108

2.3 × 106
1.63 × 107
2.7 × 107
7.1 × 107

3.0 × 106
1.95 × 107
3.16 × 107
8.07 × 107

1.21 × 104
1.36 × 105
3.0 × 105
1.0 × 106

1.48 × 105
1.13 × 105
2.22 × 105
6.34 × 105

4.89 × 103
2.2 × 104
3.36 × 104
8.8 × 104

5.83 × 103
2.3 × 104
3.59 × 104
1.07 × 105

1200
1800
2400

1.88 × 109
6.0 × 109
1.39 × 1010

1.80 × 109
5.7 × 109
1.31 × 1010

6.86 × 108
2.1 × 109
4.7 × 109

6.63 × 108
2.0 × 109
4.5 × 109

1.9 × 107
6.39 × 107
1.5 × 108

6.1 × 106
1.9 × 107
4.5 × 107

8.13 × 105
2.0 × 106
4.3 × 106

1.9 × 106
6.0 × 106
1.3 × 107

Table 2 Core utilization factor and speedup values over cblas sgemm and SRUMMA, using
2 and 4 cores
array size
528
900
1200
1800
2400
3600
4800

core util.
factor
3.56
3.71
3.76
3.79
3.82
3.81
3.82

4 cores
speedup over
Atlas (one core)
4.10
4.07
4.15
4.11
4.12
4.21
4.24

core util.
factor
1.73
1.85
1.82
1.88
1.84
1.90
1.89

speedup over
Atlas (one core)
1.99
2.05
2.02
2.01
2.08
2.10
2.12

2 cores
SRUMMA core util.
factor
1.66
1.67
1.67
1.72
1.74
1.91
1.76

SRUMMA and other related work such as [23], minimize the communication
contention, they do not optimize the MMM problem for one CPU. SRUMMA
partitions the MMM problem into smaller sub-problems, according to the number of the cores (memories sizes are not taken into account) and each core
runs the cblas sgemm ATLAS optimized library. However, to achieve optimum performance, the memories sizes and the data reuse have to be taken
into account. This is why SRUMMA core utilization factors are small here
(Table. 2). SRUMMA scheduling details are not given in [27] and thus to implement SRUMMA for 1 dual core CPU, we partitioned each one of the three
matrices into two and four parts; also, the tiles are multiplied by using both
a block row-wise schedule and a block column-wise schedule, and the best
core utilization factor value is picked (cblas sgemm routine was used for each
thread).
Large utilization factor values are also achieved using the 4 cores of Pentium Intel i7-2600K at 3.4Ghz (Table. 2). For small arrays sizes, small core
utilization factors values are achieved, while for larger ones, the values are near
optimum. It is important to say that in both CPUs, performance is highly affected by XMM/YMM and L1 tile selection; smaller or larger tiles sizes than
these the proposed methodology gives, highly decrease performance. Regard-

speedup over SRUMMA /
ATLAS on two cores
1.20
1.23
1.21
1.17
1.21
1.12
1.21

the Operational Program "Education and Lifelong Learning" of
the National Strategic Reference Framework (NSRF) - Research
Funding Program: Heracleitus II. Investing in knowledge
society through the European Social Fund.

H παρούζα έρεσνα έτει ζσγτρημαηοδοηηθεί από ηην Δσρωπαϊκή
Ένωζη (Δσρωπαϊκό Κοινωνικό Ταμείο - ΔΚΤ) και από εθνικούς
πόροσς μέζω ηοσ Δπιτειρηζιακού Προγράμμαηος «Δκπαίδεσζη
και Για Βίοσ Μάθηζη» ηοσ Δθνικού Σηραηηγικού Πλαιζίοσ
Αναθοράς (ΔΣΠΑ) – Δρεσνηηικό Χρημαηοδοηούμενο Έργο:
Ηράκλειηος ΙΙ . Δπένδσζη ζηην κοινωνία ηης γνώζης μέζω ηοσ
Δσρωπαϊκού Κοινωνικού Ταμείοσ.
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Στις ασπρόμασρες εκτσπώσεις τα λογότσπα ποσ τρησιμοποιούμε είναι:

ing shared caches, performance is not highly affected by the tiles selection,
suffice tile sizes are not larger than the shared cache.

5 Conclusions
In this paper, a new methodology for Matrix-Matrix Multiplication using
SIMD unit, at one and more cores having a shared cache, is presented. This
is the first time for MMM, that i) the optimization is done by exploiting the
major s/w and h/w parameters as one problem and not separately, ii) the
memory hierarchy architecture details (e.g. data cache associativity) are fully
exploited for this algorithm, iii) the final schedule is found by searching an
orders of magnitude smaller exploration space.
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